
  

Joint Value Proposition 

exactEarth is the leading provider of global maritime vessel data, and Genscape is the leading real-time 
energy information supplier to commercial markets. With complementary backgrounds and capabilities, 
exactEarth and Genscape have applied their respective technologies, resources, and experiences to explore 
the development and distribution of AIS-based data products and services to customers around the globe. 
The partnership focuses on building and delivering the next generation services and datasets required by 
financial information services and trading firms.  

Genscape, through its affiliate Vesseltracker GmbH, provides the most extensive terrestrial AIS information 
available as well as expansive ship information databases that is also available through the exactEarth 
product offering. This partnership enhances the value of exactAIS® data services to maritime authorities 
around the world.  

exactEarth provides its industry leading Satellite AIS data services to Genscape for the creation of a wide 
array of derivative products. 
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exactEarth  

exactEarth Ltd is the leading supplier of global 
maritime vessel data for maritime domain awareness 
and operational maritime support solutions. Using 
world leading space-based AIS (Automatic 
Identification Systems) detection technology, 
exactEarth delivers up-to-date information on all 
vessels worldwide carrying standard AIS 
transponders. It is the only system of its kind that 
uses advanced signal processing to decollide AIS 
messages, providing the highest quality of vessel 
detection available today. Capturing significantly 
more vessels on a single pass than any other space-
based system, exactEarth gives customers an 
unrivalled view of the common maritime picture at a 
global scale. 

exactEarth Ltd offers fully secure data in a variety of 
industry standard formats and delivery methods 
ready for integration into operational maritime, C2 
or geospatial intelligence systems. 

Genscape & Vesseltracker 

Genscape and Vesseltracker have combined their 
extensive proprietary energy monitoring networks to 
launch the world’s most comprehensive and 
accurate data feed of global shipping.  

With thousands of new land, sea, and satellite vessel 
tracking data coupled with Vesseltracker’s unique 
auto cleanse/correct algorithms, traders and analysts 
can access near  real-time and highly accurate 
vessel/class-type shipping data.  

Vesseltracker has the largest privately owned AIS 
receiver networks, combined with the largest AIS 
satellite constellation available from exactEarth, over 
120,000 vessels are tracked daily in near real-time 
and a master database of vessel characteristics, ports 
and distances completes the global picture. 

Collaboration between these two companies expands their product offerings into the existing customer base 
while also expanding into associated global markets. The combination of Genscape’s terrestrial AIS network 
and real time monitoring with exactEarth’s industry leading Satellite AIS allows for the most accurate and 
timely information, allowing both companies to deliver to customers across the globe enhanced, premium 
maritime services. 


